Feature selection is usually a separate procedure which can not benefit from result of the data exploration. In this paper, we propose a unsupervised feature selection method which could reuse a specific data exploration result. Furthermore, our algorithm follows the idea of clustering attributes and combines two state-of-the-art data analyzing methods, that's maximal information coefficient and affinity propagation. Classification problems with different classifiers were tested to validation our method and others. Data experiments result exhibits our unsupervised algorithm is comparable with classical feature selection methods and even outperforms some supervised learning algorithms. Data simulation with one credit dataset of our own from a bank of China shows the capability of our method for real world application.
Introduction
Data mining shows powerful capability for automatically identifying valuable and potential information from data, so lots of area have been profit from it, such as expert system, decision support and financial forecast [1] . Due to the widespread use of the Internet and the emergence of bioinformatics, the dimensionality of dataset become larger and larger. Datasets with hundreds and thousands of attributes may cause the "curse of dimensionality" problem. Furthermore, some of traditional classification and clustering algorithms can not work properly. One of the most feasible technique to cope with this problem is feature reduction. Feature reduction refers to the research of methods which have the reduced dimensions present the original data [2] . In general point of view, there are two categories of feature reduction, namely feature selection(or variable selection), feature extraction(or feature transform). The former one tries to construct a new feature space by transforming the original feature space into lower dimensional ones such as PCA and LLE which have been given broad appeal [3] . However, the transformation result from feature extraction is quite difficult to interpret and explain. This drawback limits the use of this kind of means in some area. The latter type, by contrast, does not make any transformation, but filters out some meaningless attributes from original data. In other words, this category of processes chooses a subset from the original feature space.
The main goal of feature selection is to avoid keeping too many or too few attributes than is appropriate. If too few features are chosen, there will be not enough information for knowledge discovering task. On the other hand, if too many features are selected, natural patterns in the data will be blurred by noise [4] . Suitable feature subset may bring lots of advantages such as improving prediction accuracy, avoiding over-fitting, distinguishing key attributes with unimportant ones and providing a concise understanding of data [5, 6, 7] . Due to the benefit mentioned above, feature selection has been wildly applied in various of domains like text classification [8] , plant disease image recognition [9] , gene expression understanding [10] , financial statement fraud detection [11] , etc. Generally speaking, four types of feature selection methods have been deeply developed, that is wrapper, filter, direct objective optimization and feature clustering [2, 5] . Wrappers utilize a specific prediction algorithm to evaluate feature subsets while choosing them. It could achieve a better result than others but need much more computation resource. Similarly, filters select some feature with the strategy which is independent from criteria algorithm and then apply the prediction process just like SVM [12, 13, 14] . Optimization means is also used in this topic. Recently, Rodriguez et al. proposed an innovative method which turned the feature selection task into a traditional quadratic optimization problem [15] . Last but not least, attribute clustering methods follow the straightforward idea that is to replace a cluster of "similar" features by their centroid [5, 16] . However, two key points need to be considered carefully, i.e. attribute similarity metric and clustering algorithm. The first describes how similar to each other are two features from the attributes space. The latter makes analogous features gathered using the metric mentioned above. In this paper, we propose a new feature clustering method which utilizes two state-of-the-art ways for these two steps. Instead of clustering instances, we obtain similarities each pair attribute and then cluster related features. After that, centroid attribute is chosen for representing that cluster.
We organize rest part as follows. Section 2 briefly review related aspect and work on attribute clustering algorithms. In section 3, some preliminary concepts are illustrated in advance. Section 4 provides a new attribute clustering algorithm using maximal information coefficient and, moreover, data experiments has been constructed to evaluate the algorithm. We also make comparisons with other methods and analyze the experiment result. Finally, conclusion and future work are showed at last.
Related work
Attribute clustering methods make features cluster together rather than instances. In this case, instances distance metric is replaced by feature similarity measure. Since clustering belongs to unsupervised learning, to obtain discriminating features it is better to put some supervision during the process of clustering [5] . Pereira et al. provided the idea of distributional clustering for feature selection in [17] which is based on the information bottleneck theory [18] . This kind of method try to find a suitable T and minimize the objective function I(X; T) − βI(T; Y), where I(X; T) and I(T; Y) are mutual information between X; Y and T; Y. Baker and McCallum used this idea to generate a feature clustering method for document classification [19] . Similar with information bottleneck theory, information-theoretic framework was introduced by Dhillon for identifying feature clusters [8] . In [16] , Wai-Ho Au et al. presented an attribute clustering method which had capability of group genes expression base on their interdependence. Recently, a self constructing algorithm based on fuzzy similarity for feature clustering was introduced [20] .
However, obstacles are still on the way of these methods. First of all, finding the optimal subset feature space with best classification or regression performance have been proved to be NP-hard problem [21] . Furthermore, feature selection procedure is usually a separate process which can not benefit from result of the data exploration in advance. There are various kinds of data exploration strategies.
Maximal Information Coefficient
Relationship coefficient between features are usually used for measuring attribute similarity. For instance, Combarro et al. propose a way of choosing relevant features by linear measures for text categorization application in [22] . In [22] , Combarro et al. propose a way of choosing relevant features by linear measures for text categorization application. Person coefficient is one of the most famous relationship metrics, because it is easy to calculate and has a naive explanation. However, only linear relationship can be captured well using this metric when other kinds of dependence work badly such as functional sin or cubic. Pearson coefficient could only capture the association limited to linear function well. That's mean a various of important relationships such as a superposition of functions can not be scored properly.
Recently, Reshef et. propose a new relationship measure called maximal information coefficient(MIC). With innovative idea, they show that MIC could capture a wide range of associations both functional and not. Furthermore, the value of MIC is roughly equal to the coefficient of determination R 2 in statistics [23] . Next, We briefly introduce some concepts related with MIC in [23] .
Given a finite set D whose elements are two dimensions data points, we consider one of the dimensions as [24, 25] . With these sophisticated utilities, data exploration by MIC can be easily done before other complex data mining task.
Affinity Propagation Clustering
Clustering data points through a measure similarity is a crucial step in many scientific analysis and application systems [26] . In [26] Brendan et. develop a modern clustering method named "affinity propagation"(AP) which constructs clusters by messages exchanged between data points. Given the similarities of each two distinct data points as input, AP algorithm considers all the instance as potential centroids at the beginning. And then, algorithm merges small cluster into bigger ones step by step. Being different with some of the typical clustering algorithms as k means, each instances are regarded as one node in a network. Messages was transmitted between nodes, so each data point reconsidered their situation through new information and properly modified the cluster they belong to. This procedure went on until a good set of clusters and centroids produced.
In this process, there are mainly two categories of message exchanged between data points. One of them is sent from point i to point j which formulated as r(i, j). It illustrates the strength point i choosing point j as its centroid. The other sort information is from point j to point i as a(i, j). It shows the confidence that one point j recommends itself as the centroid of another point i. And the author of AP take
Update is needed only for the pairs of points whose similarities are already known. This trait makes the algorithm much faster than other methods. To identify the centroid of point i, point j that maximizes r(i, j) + a(i, j) should be considered during each iteration. AP clustering method requires a similarity matrix s as input, and the element of the matrix s(i, j) provides the distance from point i to point j. In addition, the diagonal values of the matrix is not assign 1 as usual. These values are called "preference" which show how point i is likely to be chosen as a centroid. That's to say, the larger s(i, i) is, the more probability that point i play a role of a centroid. Obviously, s(i, i) are key parameters which control the number of final clusters by AP method. After all, the algorithm can be terminated when the values exchanged are under some threshold or the clusters keep stable for some iterations.
Attributes Clustering by Maximal Information Coefficient
Nowdays, data exploration is a indispensable step for discovering valuable knowledge in large amount of data. MINE tool [23] has been recognized as one of the usual data exploration procedures. This exploration tool could detect novel association between a pair of variables and has been widely used in practice. Relationship information is contained in the results generated by MINE tool. However, this kind of information hasn't been made the best of. Methods that take the full advantage of MINE exploration result should be initiated.
For this purpose, we propose a new unsupervised learning method called MICAP for feature selection task. It needs no supervised information and directly selects the key attributes of a dataset. The proposed algorithm makes features with high dependence cluster together and only keep the center feature of each cluster left. The algorithm follows a simple idea that takes the MICs as the relationship metric for each pair of features, and cluster them through affinity propagation clustering method. It's combines the MIC and affinity propagation clustering method. That's why our algorithm is called MICAP.
First step, a MINE data exploration procedure is executed. As a result, each pair of features except label attribute has been explored by MINE tool. For most scientific research this kind of data exploration it's necessary because it provides general relationships among features. Next, based on the data exploration result, a maximal information coefficient matrix has be constructed. According to descending order list of the elements of the matrix, a preference value could be obtained by setting the quantile for the list. And then affinity propagation clustering method is applied with MIC matrix as the similarity matrix. After all, the centroid of each cluster are chosen as the selected subset for original feature space.
According to the general steps of affinity propagation clustering algorithm [26] , a key parameter is preference which controls the number of the features left in final result. Due to the property of the affinity propagation, The number of features selected need not be given in advance. When preference is large, more features will be reserved. When preference is small, fewer attributes will be kept. The detail of our algorithm is illustrated in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1 MICAP Feature Selection Algorithm

Input:
Training dataset D ={Ω, C}, Ω = ( f 1 , f 2 , ..., f n ); The quantile q for MIC values listed in descending order.
Output:
Selected features S, S ⊆ ⊗. Generally speaking, this algorithm has three portions. Line 2-4 is the MINE data exploration step and line 5-7 constructs the affinity propagation clustering algorithm parameters. At last, line 8-11 run the clustering method to generate feature clusters and get the final result. The algorithm needs quantile q as the only parameter beside the dataset. D contains two parts. Ω is the set of features without classification label. C represents category attribute. When MINE data exploration procedure doesn't exist, line 3 calculate the MIC for each pair of different features in Ω. Otherwise, data exploration result could be reused directly. Based on the result, similar matrix M n×n is constructed. M is square and symmetrical. Each off diagonal element M(i, j) were set as the MIC of two different features indexed by i and j in line 3. In line 7, all diagonal elements of the matrix are same value as preference. Preference could be arranged as the one between minimal and maximal value of all the MICs generated for each pair of different features. Therefore, all the MICs are sorted as a list MICList by descending order in line 5, and preference is selected according to the input parameter quantile q in line 6. In line 8, affinity propagation clustering method is used with the similar matrix M and feature set Ω as parameters. l clusters are obtained as Υ, and then final result S is generated through the union of controid for each cluster F k in line 10.
Experiments
To evaluate the effectiveness and performance of our method proposed, simulation experiments have been carried out. All experiments were executed on a computer with Intel I5 CPU, CPU clock rate of 3.10GHz, 2 GB main memory. The algorithm proposed in this paper was implemented with Visual Studio 2010 express using programming language C#. Two valuable utilities, MINE package [25] and Affinity Propagation toolkit[27] were adopted during implementation. Other feature selection methods in experiment were constructed under Weka [28] platform which integrates various of data mining elements and algorithms under a uniform framework. The majority of our experimental datasets are from UCI Machine Learning Repository [29] . Most of them are commonly used in machine learning and pattern recognition research. Another dataset from the NIPS 2003 feature selection benchmark is adopted to validate relatively high dimensionality condition. Furthermore, a real world dataset that contains credit information from a bank in China has also been tested in our experiments. Details of these benchmark datasets used in experiments are provided in Table 1 . A series of popular feature selection methods were chosen for comparison, that's Information Gain, Relief [30] and RFE [31] . The reason we use these methods is that they are individual evaluations [32] . That means a weight value could be assigned for each feature. Features could be ranked by this measure and then a specific number of attributes could be selected from the top of this ranking list.
To show generality of our algorithm, classification prediction capability for features selected are tested with several classical classifiers, i.e. SVM [33] , Naive Bayes [34] , C4.5 [35] , Random Forest [36] and KNN [37] . These classification algorithms are all popular and widely applied in various research fields.
For simplicity reason, median value was chosen as the preference parameter and our method were applied on the datasets. Table 2 has showed the number of features selected through our algorithm. Next, other three feature selection method were used to generate the same number of features.
After that, classification problem was validation through four classical classifiers. The accuracy results of these methods on the features selected data were showed in Table 3 , 4, 5 and 6. In each table, 'NoSelection' and 'MICAP' columns exhibit the result of no selection and our algorithm. And columns 'IG', 'Relief' and 'RFE' stand for the result of Information Gain, Relief [30] and RFE [31] these three feature selection algorithms respectively.
To make the result more clear, we grouped the classification result for the same dataset and classifier. The packed results were illustrated in figure 1, 2, 3 and 4 respectively. Each figure represents the classification result for one classifier and each group stands for one dataset indexed by number. The leftmost bar shows the situation without any feature selection procedure. The second bar from left show the performance of our algorithm. By comparing with other four bars in the figure, we can find that for most datasets our algorithm is comparable with original data and other three feature selection methods. Especially for dataset 'satimage-train' our method outperforms other methods under all four classifiers. Moreover, for one of the NIPS 2003 dataset 'madelon valid', our unsupervised method achieves better result than original dataset which reveals the capability of discovering the nature of data. For our own bank credit dataset 'credit6000 126', our method also shows its competence for real world application. 
Conclusion and Future work
Feature selection based on relevance of attributes is an old topic. However, fresh relationship measure between variables gives the concept "relevance" new meanings. In this paper, we follow the idea of attributes clustering, and propose a new unsupervised feature selection method combining two state-of-the-art discovering, e.t. maximal information coefficient and affinity propagation clustering method. Maximal information coefficient [23] is an powerful measure for relevance. Affinity propagation cluster instances based their nature relationship [26] . We integrate these method together and take some data experiments. Simulation results show that our unsupervised feature selection algorithm is comparable with the classical supervised feature selection methods in experiments. In some cases, our unsupervised way even outperform the supervised way! It probably results from the fact that our method takes the advantages of the two sophisticated methods. Our algorithm take no account of supervised information. In fact, label information could help us improve the performance and the understanding of data mining task. Therefore, how to make our method benefit from supervised learning procedure will be our future work.
